PROCEDURE FOR LOCAL COLLABORATIVE REQUEST FOR ASSISTANCE FROM THE BHPC SUBSTANCE ABUSE SUBCOMMITTEE

Local Collaborative Substance Abuse Subcommittee’s formulates issue

The LC Substance Abuse Voting Member takes the issue to their Local Collaborative for consensus

Local Collaborative fills out the BHPC Substance Abuse Subcommittee’s Issue Form (yet to be developed)

Local Collaborative sets a meeting with their OPTUM Regional Manager?? for discussion and consultation

BHPC Substance Abuse Subcommittee receives issue form brought to the committee by the Local Collaborative voting rep.

BHPC Substance Abuse Subcommittee designates workgroup to work on issue and make recommendations back to Subcommittee

BHPC Substance Abuse Subcommittee Chairs take recommendations to Executive Committee of the BHPC

Who, what, when, where does BHPC get issue to the Collaborative???????